FINLAND UNDERTAKES FURTHER LIBERALIZATION OF IMPORTS

The authorities of Finland have informed the GATT secretariat that, effective 14 December 1962, a further list of imported products has been liberalized.

These include certain fish; certain preserved and canned fish; dates; coconuts; rice; seeds for sowing; specified vegetable and animal oils; sulphuric acid; colloidal precious metals and amalgams of precious metals; benzene; pyrotechnic articles; matches; saddlery and harness; specified woven fabrics and net fabrics; various types of felt; shawls and scarves; used clothing and clothing accessories; worked monumental and building stone; specified articles of cement; glass mirrors; bottles; fireproof table and kitchen ware; specified articles of glass; chains; anchors; safes, filing cabinets; lamps and lighting fittings; airplane motors; vacuum cleaners; furnaces and ovens; electric induction and dielectric heating equipment; specified items of electrical equipment; specified kinds of toys for children; lighters, smoking pipes; vacuum flasks.
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